The influence of randomly distributed point impurities and planar defects on order and transport in type-II superconductors and related systems is studied. It is shown that the Bragg glass phase is unstable with respect to planar defects. Even a single weak defect plane oriented parallel to the magnetic field as well as to one of the main axis of the Abrikosov flux line lattice is a relevant perturbation in the Bragg glass. A defect that is aligned with the magnetic field restores the flux density oscillations which decay algebraically with the distance from the defect. The theory exhibits striking similarities to the physics of a Luttinger liquid with a frozen impurity. The exponent for the flux line creep in the direction perpendicular to a relevant defect is derived. We find that the flux line lattice exhibits in the presence of many randomly distributed parallel planar defects aligned to the magnetic field a new glassy phase which we call planar glass. The planar glass is characterized by diverging shear and tilt moduli, a transverse Meissner effect, resistance against shear deformations. We also obtain sample to sample fluctuations of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility and an exponential decay of translational long range order in the direction perpendicular to the defects. The flux creep perpendicular to the defects leads to a nonlinear resistivity ρ(J → 0) ∼ exp[−(JD/J) 3/2 ]. Strong planar defects enforce arrays of dislocations that are located at the defects with a Burgers vector parallel to the defects in order to relax shear strain.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Type-I superconductors are both perfect conductors and perfect diamagnets. In type-II superconductors the perfect diamagnetism is reduced, an external magnetic field penetrates the sample above the lower critical field H c1 in the form of magnetic flux lines (FLs) 1 . A transport current will then lead to a motion of the FLs, yielding a linear resistivity ρ ≈ ρ n B/H c2 in disorder-free samples. Here B denotes the magnetic induction and H c2 is the upper critical field 2 . At B = H c2 diamagnetism disappears completely and ρ reaches the resistivity ρ n of the normal state. In order to recover the desired property of a dissipation-free flow, FLs have to be pinned. Point defects, such as vacancies or interstitials, are one type of pinning source. In high-T c materials point impurities are almost always present due to a non-stoichiometric composition of most materials. Impurity pinning leads to a zero linear resistivity 3 . However, thermal fluctuations allow for FL creep, resulting in a non-zero nonlinear resistivity of the form ρ(J) ∼ exp[−(J P /J) µ ] where the creep exponent is µ = 1/2 for point impurities 4 . J( ≪ J P ) denotes the current density and J P depends on B, temperature T , concentration and strength of the pinning centers as well as on properties of the material through the superconductor coherence length ξ and the penetration length λ. This FL creep law is closely related to the order of the flux line lattice (FLL) in the presence of point pinning centers.
The order of the FLL was a puzzle for a long time. Larkin concluded in 1970 that randomly distributed impurities destroy the long range order of the Abrikosov lattice 5 . Only much later it was realized that the effect of impurities is weaker, resulting in a power law decay of translational order of the FLs in the so-called "Bragg glass" phase 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 . More effective pinning sources can further suppress the nonlinear resistivity. One example are columnar defects, produced by heavy ion radiation, that have been considered by Nelson and Vinokur 11, 12 . These authors mapped the physics of FLs onto the problem of the localization of bosons in two dimensions where FLs play the role of world lines of the bosons 68 . At low temperatures they found strongly localized FLs at the columnar defects, forming a "Bose glass" phase. Thermally activated hopping of noninteracting FLs in the limit J → 0 leads to the creep exponent µ = 1/3, while FL interactions yield the increased creep exponent µ = 1 3 . The transport in this regime closely resembles the variable range hopping of electrons in two dimensional disordered semiconductors. This picture is expected to be valid for weak enough applied magnetic fields, such that the density of defects is bigger than the FL density. For a larger magnetic field, Radzihovsky 13 argued that the Bose glass coexists with a resistive liquid of interstitial FLs which upon cooling freezes into a weakly pinned Bose glass. For asymptotically weak currents, the creep of FL bundles determines the nonlinear resistivity and µ = 1 is the creep exponent 3 .
In this work we consider planar defects like twin boundaries from which even stronger pinning can be expected. Twin boundaries are ubiquitous in superconducting YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−x and La 2 CuO 4 where they are needed to accommodate strains arising from tetragonal to orthorhombic transition as a result of oxygen vacancy ordering and due to rotation of the CuO 6 octahedra, respectively 14 . Twin boundaries occur frequently with the same orientation 15, 16, 17 or in orthogonal families of lamellas ("colonies") 14, 18 . They can be regularly distributed with rather fixed spacing or with large variations in the spacing 19 . The mean distance ℓ D of the defect planes varies between 10 nm 15, 16, 18 and 1µm 17, 20 . The common feature of all of the above mentioned defects is that they lead to FL pinning, but what distinguishes them is the nature of the pinned phase. In contrast to point disorder, which promotes FL wandering, planar defects inhibit wandering and promote localization. Pinning of individual FLs by columnar as well as planar defects in the presence of bulk point disorder has been investigated in the past 21, 22, 23, 24 . The competition between a planar defect and point impurities in threedimensional systems, for a single FL, leads to localization of the FL at all temperatures 21, 22, 23 . The influence of many parallel defect planes on the creep of a single FL perpendicular to the planes has been studied at low temperatures when the FL spacing exceeds the average spacing between the planes 19 . The main focus of this paper is correlated disorder in the form of planar defects. Some of the results of this paper have been published earlier 25, 26 . Here we give additional results and present more detailed derivations. First, we discuss the influence of a single planar defect on the stability of the Bragg glass phase. Then we explore the effect of many defect planes on the FLL. We find that the necessary condition for a planar defect to become a relevant perturbation is that it is oriented parallel to the magnetic field. In this case, its influence on the Bragg glass phase can be characterized by the value of a single parameter g ≡ 3 8 η(a/ℓ) 2 which depends both on the exponent η describing the decay of the positional correlations in the Bragg glass phase and on the orientation of the defect with respect to the FLL. a and ℓ are the mean spacing of the FLs in the absence of the defect plane and the distance between lattice planes, of the Abrikosov lattice, parallel to the defect, respectively. A weak defect turns out to be relevant if g < 1, i.e., if it is parallel to one of the main crystallographic planes of the FLL.
The FL density averaged over point impurities shows periodic order with an amplitude decaying as a power law with the normal distance to the defect plane. For a relevant defect on scales larger than L v , the exponent controlling the power law is g. For the definition of L v , see Eq. (38) below. For g > 1 a weak defect is irrelevant (in the sense of renormalization group) and the density profile decays faster, with a larger exponent 2g−1 > 1, on scales larger than the positional correlation length L a . For a weak defect tilted against the applied magnetic field we find that FL density oscillations decay exponentially fast. We investigate also the dynamics of FL bundles perpendicular to the relevant defect for small current densities J → 0. The nonlinear resistivity is ρ(J) ∼ exp − C1 J log C2 J 2 where C 1 and C 2 depend on various parameters such as temperature, magnetic induction, density and strength of point impurities as well as the strength of the defect plane. We conclude that a single relevant defect plane slows down the FL creep in comparison to the BG phase.
There are interesting connections of some of the aspects of our results to related two-dimensional classical or one-dimensional quantum models. A single planar defect in the Bragg glass phase resembles the presence of a single columnar defect in a FLL confined to a plane 27, 28, 29 or a frozen impurity in a Luttinger liquid 30, 31 . In all three cases the bulk phases on both sides of the defect are characterized by logarithmically diverging displacement correlations. The parameter g plays the role of a temperature in the 2D classical case and of the Luttinger liquid parameter in the 1D quantum case. The periodic order seen around the defect plane has its counterpart in Friedel oscillations around an impurity in Luttinger liquids. Whereas in the 1D (2D) case the relevance of an impurity is controlled by tuning the interaction strength (temperature), in the present case a change of g can be accomplished by changing the orientation of the defect with respect to the FLL. Transport properties of our system are however different from the ones in the related systems.
In this article we also study the effect of a finite density of randomly distributed parallel planar defects on the FLL at low temperatures with the magnetic field aligned parallel to the defects. We consider the case when the mean defect spacing is greater than FL spacing. Our results may be directly applicable to a wide class of other systems with planar defects as a stack of membranes under tension, charge density waves 32 , domain walls in magnets and incommensurate systems 33 since we consider a simplified model with an uniaxial displacement field perpendicular to the defects. We find a new phase, which we call planar glass, that is characterized by (i) diverging shear (tilt) modulus that determines the energy cost for a shearing (tilting) of the FLL in the direction perpendicular to the planes; (ii) finite compressibility; (iii) sample to sample fluctuations of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility; (iv) an exponential decay of positional correlations in the direction perpendicular to the defects and (v) a creep exponent µ = 3/2 for creep in the direction perpendicular to the defects for small currents J → 0. The planar glass is different from the Bragg glass or the Bose glass phase and from the phase found for equally spaced defects 34 . The planar glass is stable over a finite range of tipping angles of the applied magnetic field away from the direction parallel to the planar defects, i.e., it is characterized by a transverse Meissner effect. Similarly, the planar glass is characterized by a resistance against shear deformations that are perpendicular to the defects. Naturally, realistic samples contain both point and correlated disorder (as columnar and/or planar defects). We find that the planar glass is stable against both weak point and weak columnar disorder. The schematic phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . When we consider a vector displacement field, we additionally find that strong disorder enforces arrays of dislocations in order to relax shear strain. They are located at the defects with a Burgers vector parallel to the defects. We argue that the main properties of the planar glass remain unchanged by dislocations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce a model for interacting FLs that couple to weak point impurities and briefly review known results of this model. In Sec. III we consider a single defect plane as a perturbation to the Bragg glass phase and study the FL order using the a renormalization group analysis. A finite density of randomly distributed defects is explored in Sec. IV and the novel planar glass is characterized. Functional renormalization group equations are derived in d = 6 − ǫ dimensions. The response to tilt and shear deformations is discussed as well as sample to sample fluctuations of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility. The positional correlation functions are computed and the stability of planar glass with respect to point and columnar disorder is studied. In Sec. V we consider the limit of strong planar defect potentials. In Sec. VI we consider the FL dynamics for small currents by investigating FL creep in the presence of a single defect plane, both with and without point impurities, and in the presence of a finite density of planes. Finally, in Sec. VII we discuss a model with a vector displacement field. Technical details and list of recurrent symbols are relegated to the Appendices.
II. THE BRAGG GLASS PHASE
In this section we summarize some known results on pinning effects due to randomly distributed point impurities for interacting FLs. We use elasticity theory to describe a dislocation free array of FLs (for a review see, e.g., Blatter et al.
3 ). Undistorted FLs are exactly parallel to the z-axis which we assume to be the direction of the applied magnetic field. The FLs form a triangular Abrikosov FLL in the xy-plane with a lattice constant a. In order to describe distortions of the FLs from the perfect lattice positions R ν , we use a two-component vector displacement field u ν (z). Since we are interested in the behavior on large length scales, it is appropriate to describe the interacting FLs in terms of a continuum elastic approximation with a continuous displacement field u ν (z) → u(r).
The Hamiltonian
consists of the elastic energy of the FLL, H 0 , and pinning energy of point impurities, H P . The elastic energy of the dislocations free FLL reads
where
⊥ are projectors onto the longitudinal and transversal modes, respectively, with propagators
In general, the compression (c 11 ) and the tilt (c 44 ) moduli are non-local on length scales smaller than the penetration depth λ but the shear modulus c 66 is always local. However, the dispersion of c 11 and c 44 on small length scales is negligible for the present problem, since we are interested in asymptotic properties at large length scales and small currents. Hence, in the following we introduce a cutoff in momentum space given by Λ ≈ 2π/λ and neglect the non-locality of the elastic moduli. The elastic Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) can be obtained from symmetry arguments 35 . The ideal FLL is isotropic in xy−plane and has D 6h symmetry group. The pinning energy of randomly distributed point impurities is modeled by the coupling
of the local FL density ρ(r, u) = ν δ(x − R ν − u ν (z)) to the pinning potential V P (r), where x = (x, y). From this definition and the Poisson summation formula 7,8 the density can be also written as
where ρ 0 = 2/( √ 3a 2 ), and G is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. V P = −v p i δ ξ (x − x i )δ(z − z i ) represents the pining potential due to randomly distributed point impurities. The δ-functions are considered to have a finite width of the order of the superconductor coherence length ξ. For simplicity we subtract the average of the random potential and look at fluctuations around the average value. The pinning potential then satisfies
The strength of the disorder is characterized by v 2 p n imp . Higher order correlations of the (unrenormalized) pinning potential are nonzero but for weak disorder can be neglected. The restriction to two-point correlations of V P leads to the same replica Hamiltonian one obtains when V P would be Gaussian distributed.
The model given by Eqs. (1)- (7) has been studied in detail using perturbation theory 5 , Flory-type arguments 4,36 , a Gaussian variational ansatz 6,7,37 and functional renormalization group 6, 7, 8, 9 . The correlations of the FLL fluctuations change with length scale and are characterized by three different regimes: the Larkin or random force regime (RF), the random manifold regime (RM) and the Bragg glass (BG) phase. These regimes are distinguished by the scaling behavior of
which defines the roughness exponent ζ. Here . . . denotes a thermal and · · · a disorder average. (i) In the Larkin regime 5 the displacements are sufficiently small so that the FLs stay within one minimum of the disorder potential V P (r) and perturbation theory can be applied. The effect of the disorder potential on the FLL is properly described by a random force
, where d denotes dimension of the system, so that the positional correlation function
decays exponentially fast in d = 3. The Fourier transform of S G (r) is the structure factor which can be directly measured in diffraction experiments. The Larkin lengths L 
where φ 0 = hc/(2e) = 2.07 10 −7 G cm 2 is the flux quantum and κ = c 66 /c 11 . The length L ξ increases with decreasing disorder strength. An increase in the magnetic induction B effectively increases the disorder strength so that L ξ shrinks.
(ii) On scales greater than the Larkin length, a description in terms of random forces become inapplicable and the RM regime applies. In the RM regime FLs explore many minima of the disorder potential but the typical displacement is still smaller than the FL spacing a. Hence the FLs do not compete with neighboring FL for identical pinning centers. A Flory-type argument 38, 39 yields the roughness exponent ζ RM = (4 − d)/6 but in Ref. [8] is was shown within an ǫ = 4 − d expansion that ζ RM depends on the ratio κ = c 66 /c 11 and varies between 0.1737ǫ and 0.1763ǫ. The positional order decays according to a stretched exponential,
(iii) On length scales larger than the positional correlation length L a the RM regime becomes inapplicable.
1/ζRM is defined as the scale at which the mean square displacement of FLs is of the order a. Therefore, it is crucial to keep the periodicity u → u+R ν of the interaction between FLs and point disorder 4 . This leads to a much slower logarithmic increase (ζ BG = 0) of the elastic displacement of the FLs than in the Larkin and RM regime. It was shown 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 37 that thermal fluctuations are irrelevant and that the pinned FLL exhibits a power law decay of positional correlations,
. This result resembles the correlations in pure 2D crystals at finite temperatures. A functional renormalization group analysis in d = 4 − ǫ dimensions yields a non-universal exponent η that varies with the elastic constants of the FLL 8, 9 . Extrapolating to d = 3, one finds only a very weak variation with 1.143 < η < 1.159 8, 9 . Despite of the glassy nature of the phase algebraically divergent Bragg peaks still exist which motivated the name Bragg glass 6, 7 . The existence of the Bragg glass phase has been experimentally confirmed 10, 40 . After this summary of the scaling regimes, we briefly review the replica theory for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). Using the replica method, we average over point impurities (see Appendix A) and obtain the replica Hamiltonian
where δ ξ −1 (G) is the delta function smeared out over a region of size ξ −1 . The correlation functions C T and C D that describe thermal fluctuations and disorder induced fluctuations can be written as
where the last equation defines ∆(q), which we shell obtain in harmonic approximation below.
In the next section we study the interplay between point impurities and a planar defect. This is a difficult problem since we have to deal with two nonlinear terms. We consider the planar defect as a perturbation to the BG fixed point and examine the stability of the BG phase. Also we explore the effects of the defect on the order of the FLL. In the following we will use an effective quadratic Hamiltonian that reproduces the displacement correlations of Eq. (8) 
It yields the correlation functions of Eq. (15) , where ∆(q) describes the behavior of ∆ = −∂ 
The function ∆(q) reaches the fixed point form q ǫ ∆ * (κ)c 44 c 66 a 2 in the BG phase, where ∆ * (κ) ∼ ǫ/(1 + κ) depends only on elastic constants but not on the disorder strength. We note that Emig et al. 8, 9 have obtained their results by calculating the integrals, needed for the RG equations, systematically for d = 4 with a two-dimensional vector z. The results are then extended to three dimensions by setting ǫ = 1 in ∆ * (κ). This approach does not influence the main physics (like the logarithmic roughness of FL in the BG phase), but may influence the dependence of exponents η and ζ RM on the elastic constants. In this way the dimensionality of z "axis" and the contribution of the term c 44 q 2 z in the propagators are more weighted than the other axes and other terms ∼ c 66 , c 11 , respectively. In the following, in order to not overestimate the effect of a planar defect that is parallel to the z axis, we will calculate all the integrals in d = 3 if not stated otherwise. If the numerical values of η and ζ RM are important for our conclusions, we will comment on a possible influence that the use of results found by Emig et al. 8, 9 can have.
III. SINGLE DEFECT
In this section the influence of a single planar defect on the Bragg glass order of the FLL is studied. In some parts of this section, when examining FLs density oscillations around the defect, we will study the isotropic limit with c 11 = c 44 = c 66 = c in order to focus on the important physics. In this limit the propagators read G −1
By this assumption, only the weak dependence of η and ζ RM on the elastic constants is ignored.
A. Model
The pinning energy of a planar defect can be written in the form
is the potential of the defect plane. n D and δ denote the unit vector perpendicular to the defect plane and its distance (along n D ) from the origin of the coordinate system, respectively. The Bragg glass order that we are interested in is dominated by disorder fluctuations on large length scales where microscopic details become irrelevant. Therefore we may approximate the defect potential by a smeared out δ-function, V D (x) ≈ −vδ ξ (x). Since the superconducting order is reduced in the defect plane, it is plausible to assume v > 0 (for more details, see Section IX of Blatter et al. 3 ). When we assume that FLs gain condensation energy when they overlap with the defect plane, a rough estimate for the defect strength is v ≈ H 2 c ξ 3 with H c the thermodynamic critical field.
In order to integrate over the delta function of the defect potential, it is convenient to introduce an explicit parametrization for the position vector r D of the defect plane which obeys r D ·n D = δ. With the parametrization
we introduce in-plane coordinates s, t, and the two angles α and β which determine the rotation of the plane with respect to the y-and z-axis, respectively (see Fig. 2 ).
The defect energy now reads
where r ⊥ = r · n D . Since the displacement field u varies slowly on the scale of the FLL constant a, the integrals over s and t vanish for all G with the exception of those for which the oscillatory factor e iGxD is unity (for all s, t). This condition can be satisfied only if sin β = 0, i.e., if the defect plane is parallel to the applied magnetic field. There remains a second condition for the angle α which results from the constraint that G = mb 1 + nb 2 , with integer m and n, has to be perpendicular to x D . Expressing the defect plane (for sin β = 0) as x D = (c 1 a 1 −c 2 a 2 )s where a i b j = 2πδ ij , one sees that the second condition is equivalent to the condition m/n = c 2 /c 1 . Hence if c 1 /c 2 is irrational, the effect of the defect plane is always averaged to zero. On the other hand, for rational 
where r D = (δ, y, z). Here u x denotes the component of the displacement field that is perpendicular to the defect plane and [x] G is the integer number that is closest to x.
B. Renormalization group analysis
In this subsection we discuss the influence of the planar defect on the stability of the BG phase using a renormalization group (RG) analysis. We employ a sharp-cutoff scheme by integrating out the displacement field u > (q), with wave vectors q in an infinitesimal momentum shell below the cutoff Λ > |q| > Λ/b = Λe −l and subsequently rescale lengths and momenta according to
We split the displacement field into weakly varying modes u < (r) and strongly varying modes u > (r) that include Fourier components out of and in the momentum shell, respectively. We choose to not rescale the field u ′ (r ′ ) = u < (r) which implies a rescaling of its Fourier transform,
The defect plane is considered as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian of Eq. (16) . The gradient term of Eq. (22) scales ∼ L if the defect size ∼ L 2 . Since the elastic energy Eq. (2) scales in the same way, the gradient term is a marginal perturbation. It can be also eliminated by the transformation u (2) nor the pinning energy due to point impurities in Eq. (13) since all replica fields are transformed in the same way. The gradient term of the defect pinning energy tends to increase the FL density at the defect as can be seen from the transformation above.
In order to account for different renormalization of the harmonic components of the defect pinning energy, we introduce the variables v k for the strengths of the harmonics of order k. A cumulant expansion yields to first order in v the renormalization
where the factor e 2l is due to a rescaling of lengths.
2 is obtained at the BG fixed point to linear order in l. Due to the irrelevance of thermal fluctuations, we have neglected contributions that come from the thermal part of the propagator of Eq. (17) . We have chosen to rescale temperature instead of elastic constants in order to organize the RG analysis of the zero temperature BG fixed point. It is important to note that Eq. (25) holds only on length scales larger than the positional correlation length L a .
In the random manifold regime e iGu(r) decays with the system size as a stretched exponential and the effect of the defect plane is reduced by disorder fluctuations on intermediate length scales. Hence, the renormalized and rescaled value of the defect strength is reduced to
on the scale L = L a , where C is a positive constant. This value is the initial defect strength v k (l = 0) to be used in Eq. (25) .
The RG flow equations in the Bragg glass regime now read
Hence v 1 is a relevant perturbation provided g < 1, i.e., if
which is compatible only with ℓ = √ 3a/2 ≈ 0.87a. A relevant defect plane must be oriented parallel to one of the three main crystallographic planes of the FLL (i.e. cos 2β = cos 6α = 1). When ℓ increases (g decreases) more FLs can gain energy from the defect plane and hence render it more relevant.
Emig et al. 8, 9 have calculated η in a one-loop functional RG expansion in 4 − ǫ dimensions. Higher loops as well as the fact that all integrals are evaluated in d = 4 with z being a two dimensional vector, may influence the actual numerical value of the coefficient η in d = 3. However, we argue that this higher order correction does not affect our conclusion that a single defect is relevant only if it is parallel to the main crystallographic planes, since g = η(m
can change only in finite steps (η/2, 3η/2, 7η/2, . . . ) when rotating the defect plane (see Fig. 3 ).
C. Effective Hamiltonian
In this section we discuss whether higher order cumulants in v can lead to a renormalization of the parameter g and hence can influence the condition for the relevance of a defect that was derived in the previous section. The renormalization described by Eq. (28) does not occur in the bulk but on the defect plane. Hence it is possible to develop an effective theory that is defined on the defect plane only. Since the defect couples only to the displacement u x on the defect plane, we integrate out u x outside the defect and u y across the entire sample. This integration is facilitated by employing the effective Gaussian theory for the BG phase of the previous Section. At T = 0 we are interested in the ground state and hence we solve the Euler-Lagrange equation for u(r) with the condition u x (r D ) = ϕ(r D ) at the defect plane, where ϕ(r D ) is an arbitrary function. An equivalent functional integral approach is presented in Appendix B. The effective replica Hamiltonian on the defect plane reads
where q is the in-plane momentum,
(q) (31) and v k are renormalized parameters on the scale of the positional correlation length. In order to avoid technical complications, we consider the limit of isotropic elasticity.
In line with an ǫ expansion, we evaluate the integrals in d = 4 and then set ǫ = 1 in the expression for fixed point value ∆ * (κ). This approach does not affect our conclusion and leads to a clearer result. On scales larger than L a we get
where c is the elastic constant and ∆ BG = c 2 a 2 Λ∆ * (1). The same procedure can be performed also in the RF and RM regimes using the corresponding quadratic Hamiltonian in d dimensions. The effective Hamiltonian in d − 1 dimensions has a long ranged elasticity (term ∼ q in the limit ∆ BG → 0) that results from the local bulk elasticity. A RG analysis of the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (30) shows that neither ∆ BG nor the elastic constants are renormalized, and hence g is not renormalized. From this we conclude that a weak defect is a relevant perturbation only for g < 1.
D. Density oscillations
Next, we study the order of the FLs next to a defect plane. We consider separately the case of a relevant and an irrelevant planar defect plane. For simplicity, we assume isotropic elasticity and choose to place the origin of the coordinate system on the defect plane, i.e., wet set δ = 0. In the absence of a planar defect, FL density fluctuations due to point impurities obey ρ(r) − ρ 0 = 0. The defect plane pins FLs and yields a long-ranged restoration of the translational order parameter e iGu(r) . We find Friedel-like oscillations of the FL density with an amplitude that decays as a power law with an exponent that depends on if the defect is relevant or irrelevant in the RG sense.
Irrelevant defect
First, we consider an irrelevant defect parallel to the magnetic field. The irrelevance of the defect potential for g > 1 allows us to compute the thermal and disorder average of FL density perturbatively in the defect strength.
where δρ(r, u) = ρ(r, u) − ρ 0 , γ is an arbitrary replica index and
To lowest order in the defect strength we get
Even if the defect is irrelevant in the RG sense, it breaks the translational symmetry perpendicular to the defect and hence modifies the FL density locally. To correctly describe this effect we need to compute the average change in the FL density to first order in v. We find (see App. C)
In the limit T → 0 this result can be expressed as
which becomes exact for large x. The result captures the large length scale behavior for L ≥ L a . Here v 1 denotes the effective defect strength on the scale L a , cf. Eq. (26), and |x| is the normal distance from the defect plane.
There are additional contributions to Eq. (37) coming from the higher harmonics in H D . They are less important since they are proportional to v k on the scale L a and they decay as |x|
−2k
2 g+1 with k ≥ 2. Although the defect is irrelevant in RG sense, it leads to Friedel-like oscillations in the density.
If the defect plane is not parallel to the applied magnetic field, Friedel oscillations occur as well. However, the amplitude is exponentially suppressed. The amplitude of density oscillations with reciprocal lattice vectors G = G(cos α, − sin α) (for a definition of the angles α and β see Fig. 2 ) decays beyond the distance 1/(G| sin β|) from the defect plane. Similar physics occur in classical 2-dimensional systems with a columnar defect 27,28 .
Relevant defect
The strength of a relevant defect grows under renormalization relative to the elastic and the impurity energy. On the scale
the energies become of the same order and perturbation theory breaks down. On larger scales, the defect potential can be described effectively through the boundary condition u x (x = 0, y, z) = 0 for the displacement field at the defect plane. With this constraint the system gains maximal energy from the defect and the complete energy of the system is minimized. First, we cal-
with the above boundary condition at the defect and r = (x, r ). We find in momentum space (see Appendix D)
where q is the in-plane momentum and G α,β is the inverse of G −1 α,β given by Eq. (17) . i, j stand for x, y and Q is given by Eq. (31) . It can be shown that the displacement correlations on scales larger than L v are given by
Using this result, we obtain for the average change in the FL density
These oscillations resemble Friedel oscillations which can be also found in Luttinger liquids with an isolated impurity 31 or in classical 2-dimensional systems with a columnar defect 27, 28 . The amplitude of the Friedel oscillations decays as a power law with an exponent g and 2g − 1 for a relevant and an irrelevant defect, respectively. For an irrelevant defect the amplitude decays more rapidly than for a relevant defect. In the absence of point impurities the defect is always relevant in the RG sense, and the amplitude of the Friedel oscillations remains finite for |x| → ∞.
IV. FINITE DENSITY OF WEAK DEFECTS A. Model
In this section we consider a finite density of parallel planar defects with random position. We assume that defects extend along the entire sample and are aligned parallel to the applied magnetic field. There is a competition between the two random potentials from planar defects and point impurities. The defects tend to localize the FLs and hence favor order along the defect planes while point impurities promote FL wandering.
The Hamiltonian reads
where H 0 is the elastic Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) and V P is the pinning potential resulting from point impurities, see Eq. (5). The defect pinning potential is
where we assumed that the defect planes are parallel to the yz-plane and ℓ D is a mean defect spacing. The δ-function is assumed to have a finite width of the order of the superconductor coherence length ξ. The defect potential is uncorrelated along the x-axis,
We discuss the case where the gap between two defect planes typically contains many FLs, i.e., ξ ≪ ℓ ≪ ℓ D . Note that orientation of the defects is otherwise arbitrary.
After averaging over the defect positions, the replica Hamiltonian for the defects reads
where x = (x, y). The defects are assumed to be sufficiently weak so that terms of the order v 3 /ℓ D and higher can be neglected. The first term does not contribute to H n D due to the oscillatory factor e iGx2 and the third term contributes only for reciprocal vectors perpendicular to the defects satisfying G 1 = −G 2 = nG D with integer n. Introducing the relative coordinate x r = x 1 − x 2 and taking into account that δ ξ (x r ) is finite for |x r | ≤ ξ, we approximate the displacement field as u x (x 2 + x r , y 1 , z 1 ) ≈ u x (x 2 , y 1 , z 1 ). This approximation is justified since the displacement field varies slowly over the FL spacing. Then Eq. (44) can be written as
and we defined x = dx and σ = (vρ 0 ) 2 /ℓ D . After aver-aging over point impurities, the complete replica Hamiltonian is 
where f x (x) and f y (r) are arbitrary functions. Eq. (47) represents an approximate symmetry if the defect potential has a finite width. However, with increasing length scale, deviations from the symmetry become less important. These symmetries show that the elastic coefficient c 11 is not renormalized. Not renormalized are also the elastic moduli which determine the energy cost for tilting the FLs only in the y direction (i.e. the term c 44 (∂ z u y ) 2 ) and for changing only the displacement u y along the xaxis (i.e. the term c 66 (∂ x u y )
2 ). These symmetries are commonly denoted as statistical tilt symmetry 44 . However, the defects are an important source of anisotropy and other elastic properties of the FLL will be affected. For example, the energy cost for FL tilting as well as FLL shearing parallel and perpendicular to the planes will differ considerably. Also, due to the defect planes the system is not invariant under arbitrary rigid rotations of the FLL around z axis and rotational modes will appear in the elastic Hamiltonian under renormalization 45 . Note that for the FLL with point disorder only, none of the elastic constants will be renormalized since the disorder correlation function R P (u) is invariant under the more general transformation u α (r) → u α (r) + f (r). Planar defects in the form of twin boundaries that are perpendicular to the copper oxide planes very often appear in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−x (YBCO) 15, 16, 18 . YBCO is a high temperature superconductor and within high accuracy it is uniaxially anisotropic 3 . YBCO can be reasonably well described within a continuum anisotropic model, while for more strongly layered superconductors a different description is needed. The elastic description for anisotropic superconductors can be found in the review article by Blatter et al. 3 . The number of independent elastic moduli increases with respect to the isotropic case that we discussed in Sec. II. However, if the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the copper oxide planes, the model given by Eq. (2) as well as the considerations in the following sections are directly applicable also for YBCO.
B. Functional renormalization group approach
In the previous section we treated a single defect plane as a perturbation to the Bragg glass fixed point. Now, we consider both the planar defects and the point impurities as a perturbation to the ideal Shubnikov phase. Notice that Eq. (46) depends only the displacement field u x . Since we focus below on the effect of the defect planes, it seems to be justified to start from a simplified model in which only the displacement u x ≡ u of the FLs perpendicular to the defect planes is considered. This model describes also a wide class of other systems which exhibit regular lattices of domain walls like magnets, charge density waves 32 and incommensurate systems 33 . In the absence of the defect planes point impurities are relevant below four dimensions. We employ here an Imry-Ma-type argument 46 in combination with perturbation theory to see the effect of randomly distributed point impurities on the FLL. When the initially ordered FLL is distorted in a volume L d by u ∼ ℓ, the typical energy gain is of the order
≫ ℓ the point disorder wins and the FLL becomes distorted. A more detailed study shows that in this case the FLL exhibits a phase with quasi long range order which is the previously discussed Bragg glass phase (see Sec. II). In this phase the positional correlation function S G [see Eq. (9)] shows a power law decay.
Next we consider the Imry-Ma argument for planar defects in a volume
The energy gain is of the order (−R For an RG approach is convenient to consider a generalization of our model to d dimensions. The defects remain two-dimensional with d − 2 transverse directions, while the displacement field remains uniaxial. In the following, we use a functional RG approach 47, 48 in d = 6 − ǫ dimensions. We follow closely a related approach for columnar disorder 49,50 but do not rescale the renormalized quantities so that they correspond to the effective parameters measured on the scale L x . Thermal fluctuations and point disorder are irrelevant for ǫ < 4 and ǫ < 2, respectively. Hence we can assume directly T = 0 and R P = 0. To lowest order in ǫ the RG flow equation read
In a static situation the displacement field is independent on y and z since defects distort FLL planes that are parallel to the yz-plane on the whole. Since, by assumption, other sources of fluctuations are not present we can perform the integration over y and z in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (45) 
is generated in the Hamiltonian. Σ z(y) has the meaning of a interface tension of a domain wall perpendicular to z (y) axis, across which the displacement field changes by ℓ. They dominate the elastic energy for small u and are renormalized according to 
The solution on the length scale
, where λ is the penetration depth and has a role of the small length scale cutoff. This shows that R D (0) diverges at
This result is in qualitative agreement with the estimate we obtained from scaling arguments since R
The fixed point function has for 0 ≤ u < ℓ the form
and it has to be periodically continued in u with period ℓ.
Note 51 . The role of velocity is here played by tilt or shear and the elastic constants diverge at zero tilt and zero shear as the friction diverges in the static case. Also, as a threshold force exists for the depinning transition, the interface tension Σ z(y) determines the threshold force for tilting (shearing) the FLL, as we will see in the next subsection.
C. Properties of the planar glass
In this subsection we summarize the properties of the new phase that is described by the fixed point of the functional RG of the previous section and in the following is called "planar glass". We examine the response of the system to FL tilting, to a change in the longitudinal magnetic field and discuss the order of the FLL. We show that the new phase and its properties are robust against weak point impurities in d = 3 and d = 4.
When one changes the direction of the applied magnetic field by H xx , the Hamiltonian changes by
To tilt the FLs with respect to the z-axis, H x has to overcome the interface energy ∼ Σ z which results in a threshold field
below which the FLs remain locked parallel to the planes. This is the transverse Meissner effect : a weak transverse magnetic field H x is screened from the sample and c 44 is infinite. Only for H x > H x,c the average tilt of the FLs becomes non-zero and c 44 is finite. In this way, by measuring the threshold field, Σ z can be measured. Moreover, there is a resistance against shear of the FLL. The shear deformation ∂ y u x is non zero (and c 66 is finite) only if the shear stress σ xy is larger than a critical value σ xy,c = Σ y /ℓ. Otherwise c 66 is infinite. The divergence of c 66 is a new property that does not appear in the Bose glass which, however, does also show a transverse Meissner effect.
An infinitesimal change in the longitudinal magnetic field δH zẑ changes the Hamiltonian by
and allows to measure the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility χ = φ 0 ρ 0 ∂ ∂ x u /∂δH z . The disorder averaged susceptibility is
as shown in Appendix E. It is independent of disorder as a result of the statistical tilt symmetry 44 . The glassy properties of the system can most easily be seen by the sample to sample fluctuations of the magnetic susceptibility. Perturbation theory yields (see Appendix E)
i.e. the sample to sample fluctuations of the susceptibility grow with the scale L x L D , d < 6. We cannot expect that this result is quantitatively correct for large L x , but qualitatively it demonstrates the relevance of defects and it provides a signature of a glassy phase 42 . Although we were not able to prove it, χ 2 /χ 2 − 1 will most likely approach a finite universal value for
The positional correlation function is obtained to first order in perturbation theory, combined with a functional RG analysis for 6 > d > 4. It reads S GD (x, y, z) ∼ |x| −ηD (61) where
A detailed derivation of this result is presented in Appendix F. In order to study the behavior in d ≤ 4, we have to reconsider the first term of Eq. (45) . It results from the coupling of the defect potential to the slowly varying part of the FL density (∼ ∂ x u). By taking into account that at a scale L x the displacement field behaves as u ∼ L ζ x , we find that
. When we compare the latter term to the squared elastic Hamiltonian
that describes the cost of deviations of u in the x directions only (since the FLs are completely ordered parallel to the defects on sufficiently large scales in the absence of point impurities), we find that the σ-term becomes relevant if d − 4 + 2ζ ≤ 0. For logarithmic roughness (ζ = 0) it is relevant for d ≤ 4. Since the other part of the defect pinning energy ∼ R D (u) scales in the same way as the elastic energy, the σ-term is the dominant part of the pinning energy and determines the FL roughness.
First, we consider the case without point impurities and then treat them perturbatively. Applying a Florytype argument 52 , i.e., assuming that the elastic energy and the dominant part of the defect energy scale in the same way, we find, following the discussion above, that in d = 3 the roughness exponent is ζ = 1/2. More detailed calculations 53,54 confirm our result, leading to
where ξ c ≈ L D . Note that there is a shift of dimension d → d + 2 between the model studied in Ref.
53,54
to our model since the FLs are ordered in the yz-plane. In Ref.
53,54 a related one-dimensional system with point impurities at zero temperature is studied. There is a nontrivial renormalization of σ coming from the defect potential that couples to the periodic part of the FL density 53 . The σ-term does not contribute to the renormalization of R D , since the σ-term can be eliminated in every step of the RG procedure by applying the transformation that does not affect the correlator R D , as discussed at the beginning of this section. That is why Σ z and Σ y will be generated also for d ≤ 4. Villain and Fernandez 53 found from a non-perturbative RG that for d ≤ 4 the defectinduced disorder flows under the RG to strong coupling. However, our study of the strong coupling limit in Section IV shows that this limit gives qualitatively the same result as the case investigated in this section.
To summarize, the planar glass phase is characterized by (i) diverging shear and tilt moduli but a finite compressibility, (ii) a transverse Meissner effect as well as a resistance against shear deformation, (iii) sample to sample fluctuations of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility and (iv) an exponential decay of positional correlations in the direction perpendicular to the defects in d = 3.
Since point disorder may formally become relevant below d = 4, we consider the stability of the planar glass with respect to weak point impurities. We find that the pinning energy due to point impurities in d = 3 behaves as
and from this we conclude that weak point impurities are an irrelevant perturbation. Similarly, it can be shown that pinning energy of randomly distributed columnar defects decays exponentially with L x and hence does not destroy the planar glass.
D. Stability of the Bragg glass and the weakly pinned Bose glass
In this subsection we continue discussion of the competition between pinning effects due to point impurities and columnar and planar defects. We shall show that the weakly pinned Bose glass is stable with respect to weak point impurities but unstable with respect to weak planar defects. Moreover, we shall demonstrate that the Bragg glass phase is unstable with respect to both weak planar and weak columnar defects. The resulting phase diagram is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
First we discuss the stability of the Bragg glass phase in analogy to the test for stability of the planar glass in the previous subsection. We note that the correlation functions in the Bragg glass phase can also be obtained from a model with a uniaxial displacement field of FLs 7 . A uniaxial displacement field describes also properly charge density waves, a stack of membranes under tension and domain walls in magnets. Justified by these observations, we first consider a uniaxial displacement field in the direction perpendicular to the defect planes. At the Bragg glass fixed point in d = 3 the pinning energy of the planar defects behaves as
When we compare this energy to the pining energy of point impurities,
we find that planar defects are a relevant perturbation. Note that at the Bragg glass fixed point the system is isotropic, i.e., L x = L y = L z = L. In Eq. (65) we used the fact that the fixed point correlator on the length scale L behaves as R *
Similarly, the pinning energy of columnar defects at the Bragg glass fixed point scales as
and drives the system away from the Bragg glass fixed point.
A functional RG analysis of weak columnar defects in d = 5 − ǫ yields a stable phase with a zero temperature fixed point that is characterized by a power law decay of the positional correlation function with an exponent η C = (π/3) 2 (5 − d) and a transverse Meissner effect 55 . One can expect that this phase, found for an uniaxial displacement field, applies to the case where the FL density is larger than the columnar defect density, corresponding to the so called weakly pinned Bose glass. In order to study the stability of this phase in d = 3 with respect to planar defects and point impurities, we compare the scaling
of the different pinning energies, where we used L x = L y = L and columnar disorder fixed point correlator
We conclude that weak point impurities are irrelevant but weak planar defects are relevant in the weakly pinned Bose glass.
Next we examine the stability of the Bragg glass phase by considering a vector displacement field. This displacement field reveals the triangular lattice structure of the FLL. By changing the orientation of the defect planes, the number of FLs that are pinned by the defects changes. In d = 3 we have
where g is given by Eq. (25),
is the shortest vector of the reciprocal lattice and η is the exponent of the positional correlation function in the Bragg glass phase. Weak columnar defects are always a relevant perturbation, while weak planar defects are relevant only if they satisfy g < g c = 3/2, i.e., only if they are parallel to the main crystallographic planes of the FLL. Here we neglected the influence of weak planar defects on the elasticity of the FLL. In fact, the defects lead to an additional anisotropy in the elastic energy which is associated with a larger energy for deformations with nonzero ∂ y u x and ∂ z u x . Through a renormalization of the elastic constants g is renormalized downwards. Therefore, stronger planar defects lead to an increased g c > 3/2, rendering additional orientations of defects relevant. However, it is likely that in the case of a finite density of parallel defect planes, the FLL will rotate to a position in which it reaches maximum overlap with the defects. Then the planar defects will be parallel to the main lattice planes and the Bragg glass is unstable.
V. FINITE DENSITY OF STRONG DEFECTS
In this section we consider the FLL with a finite density of parallel, randomly distributed defect planes that are aligned to the magnetic field. The defects are assumed to be sufficiently strong so that the Larkin length [see Eq. (54)] is of the order of the mean defect spacing or smaller, L D ℓ D . In this case the defect potential can not be treated perturbatively with respect to the elastic energy, and a new approach is required. Here we derive an effective Hamiltonian that is defined only at the defect planes. We determine the ground state configuration of the FLL and calculate the positional correlation function. We show that a transverse Meissner effect as well as a resistance against shear deformations appear also in this case.
The Hamiltonian in d = 3 dimensions reads
where H 0 is the elastic Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2) and H D,i is the pinning energy of the defect plane at the position x = x i , see Eq. (22) . N D denotes the number of defects. In this section we consider a simplified model involving only uniaxial displacements perpendicular to the defects u = ux. In Sec. VII we shall discuss the implications of the generalization to a two-dimensional vector displacement. The part of H D that describes the coupling of the pinning potential to the slowly varying part of the FL density (∼ ∂ x u) leads only to an increase in the FL density at the defects and can be eliminated by applying the transformation
where Θ(x) = 0, x ≤ 0 and Θ(x) = 1, x > 0. The Hamiltonian then becomes
where α i = x i + vρ 0 (i − 1)/c 11 . For simplicity we assume that all defects have the same strength. In order to obtain a Hamiltonian that is isotropic in the yz-plane, we introduce the rescaled coordinate z ′ = z c 66 /c 44 and define u ′ (y, z ′ ) = u(y, z). We shall omit the primes below. We proceed by studying the ground state of the displacement field for a given distribution of planar defects, assuming that a strong defect potential suppresses thermal fluctuations. First we solve the saddle point equation in the gap between the defects with prescribed, but arbitrary, boundary conditions at the defects u i (y, z) = u(x i , y, z) with Fourier transform u i (q) = u(x i , q), q = (q y , q z ). In the ground state configuration the FLs are completely aligned to the defect planes and u(x i , y, z) is independent of y, z. However, we derive the saddle point solution and the effective Hamiltonian for a more general displacement field configuration at the defect planes since this will be necessary for a discussion of the transverse Meissner effect below as well as the FL dynamics in Sec. VI. In the following we use the notation ∆A i = A i+1 − A i for any quantity A. The solution of the saddle point equation between two defect planes reads, with x ∈ [x i , x i+1 ],
where q ′ = c 66 /c 11 q. Note that we have solved the saddle point equation beetween the defects within a continuum model and not on the lattice. This amounts to setting the momentum cutoff Λ → ∞. After substituting this solution into the Hamiltonian of Eq. (75) and integrating over x, the Hamiltonian reduces to
A similar Hamiltonian has been obtained for a Luttinger liquid with point impurities 56 . Next we study the ground state of the FLL. In the limit v → ∞ the FLs are completely aligned to the defects and u i (y, z) = u i . Then the Hamiltonian of Eq. (77) becomes
where L is the system size. For u i = ℓn i + α i , where n i is an integer number, the energy gain of the FLs from the defect potential is maximal. We determine n i such that the elastic energy is minimal and find the ground state configuration to be degenerate and given by
where n is an integer number. Note that this is the ground state configuration for an arbitrary defect strength in the special case when ∆α i /ℓ − [∆α i /ℓ] G = 0 for all i. Then the FLs are just shifted in order to gain energy from the defects without any elastic energy loss. However, for randomly distributed defect planes that sat-
Using the central limit theorem, we find that the positional correlation function decays exponentially fast in the x direction,
with ξ c ≈ 6ℓ D /π 2 . This shows that the limits of weak and strong planar defects lead to the same behavior of the positional correlations in d = 3. The correlation length in both cases is determined by the Larkin length of the defects. From the shifted boundary conditions u i (y, z → ∞) = u 0 i + ℓ and u i (y, 0) = u 0 i one can obtain also the interface tension Σ z and it turns out to be finite. We do not quote the result here since it is cutoff dependent and hence nonuniversal. Also, a general expression that is valid for all ratios of the elastic constants is not available. A similar analysis shows that the surface tension Σ y is finite. Hence, strong defects lead to a transverse Meissner effect as well as a resistance against shear deformations. The finite values of Σ z and Σ y might be interesting to probe experimentally.
VI. FLUX LINE CREEP
The technologically the most interesting property of type-II superconductors is their ability to carry a bulk current with as little dissipation as possible. The Lorentz force acts on FLs and hence gives rise to dissipation 1 . Pining centers play an important role in preventing FL motion and lead to a nonlinear resistivity ln ρ ∼ −J −µ for J → 0 which depends on the so-called creep exponent µ 3, 52 . In this section we study the effect of planar defects on the FL dynamics in the direction perpendicular to the defect planes. The defects are assumed to be parallel to the applied magnetic field. For a single defect plane we show that the creep exponent is µ = 1, apart from logarithmic corrections. We find that many planar defects act as a more effective source of pinning than point impurities 4 and columnar defects 3,11,12 . They considerably slow down the FLs in comparison to the Bragg glass and the Bose glass, leading to a creep exponent µ = 3/2 for the planar glass.
A. Single defect
First we discuss the creep of FLs in the presence of a single planar defect, aligned to the applied magnetic field and without point impurities, for currents parallel to the defect and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The Hamiltonian is given by H = H 0 + H D + H f orce , where the part describing elastic deformations, H 0 , is given by Eq. (2), the defect pinning energy H D by Eq. (22) and the Lorentz force contribution reads
J(r) is the current density, B(r) is the magnetic induction and the speed of light is set to one. Since we will consider only FL dynamics normal to the defect and since the defect potential depends only on the perpendicular displacement field, it appears plausible to simplify our model and to consider a uniaxial displacement field in the direction perpendicular to the defect plane. The defect plane is a relevant perturbation in the Shubnikov (mixed) phase for all orientations of the plane (in contrast to the case when point impurities are present) since thermal fluctuations do not roughen the FLL in d = 3. This can be easily seen from the RG equation (28) by setting g = 0. Under renormalization the weak defect potential that couples to the periodic part of the FL density grows and flows to strong coupling. Since we are interested in the small current densities J → 0 which probe large length scales, we shall study only the strong defect plane below. Our results apply also to weak defects at sufficiently large length scales or small currents.
In the absence of a current, the FLs are aligned to the defect plane and the ground state is highly degenerate. Different ground states differ by a shift of the displacement field by ℓ because the energy does not depend on which FLL plane is pinned by the defect. This degeneracy is broken when a current is turned on and the original ground state becomes unstable. The system now evolves into a new metastable state that is lower in energy and in which the FLs are shifted by ℓ. This process is enabled via the formation of droplets which are nuclei of new metastable states. The competition between bulk energy gain and elastic energy loss determines the energy (and size) of the critical droplet. The energy of the critical droplet corresponds to the energy barrier that the FLs have to overcome when evolving to a new state. Thermally activated FL hopping over barriers with energy E * drop (J) determines the resistivity through the Arrhenius law 58,59
Therefore, we need to estimate E * drop (J). We proceed by deriving an effective Hamiltonian that is defined on the defect plane (x = 0). By integrating out the displacement field off the defect we get (see Appendix B)
Here q = (q y , q z ) is the in-plane momentum, u(0, q y , q z ) = u(x = 0, q y , q z ) and
where q ′ = (q y , c 44 /c 66 q z ) and Λ = 2π/λ. Since the system is translationally invariant in the yz-plane, the current density and magnetic induction depend only on x. In order to simplify the computations, we make the system isotropic in the yz-plane by the rescaling z ′ = z(c 66 /c 44 )
1/2 and u ′ (r ′ ) = u(r). In the following we will omit the primes.
The critical droplet is a solution of the saddle point equation for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (83) with fixed boundary conditions u(0, ρ → 0) = (n + 1)ℓ and u(0, ρ → ∞) = nℓ with ρ = (y 2 + z 2 ) 1/2 and n integer. For the precise solution see, e.g., a related discussion for a single strong impurity in a Luttinger liquid by Giamarchi 60 . The shape of the droplet is characterized by its radius R and the width w of the droplet wall so that the displacement field obeys approximately
The exact shape of the droplet wall is not essential for the discussion that follows. We assume that it smoothly interpolates between (n + 1)ℓ and nℓ. The width w of the droplet wall does not depend on the radius for small currents J → 0. In this limit the critical droplet radius is much larger than the width R ≫ w so that the energy loss is balanced by the energy gain from the Lorentz force (see e.g. 61 and references therein). The critical droplet radius and energy is determined by maximizing the droplet energy E drop (R).
Since across the droplet wall the FLs are not aligned to the defect plane, a strong defect tends to reduce the width of the wall. Then, the large q behavior of the propagator of Eq. (84), [ G(0, q)] −1 ≈ (πc 66 q 2 )/Λ, becomes important at the wall since it describes elastic deformations on small length scales. For sufficiently strong defects (w ≃ Λ −1 ) the precise form of the droplet wall is determined by the interplay between the elastic energy ∼ q 2 and the defect pinning energy. The energy loss for FLs at the defect plane is 60 E core ∼ Rv 1/2 , as known from droplets in the sine-Gordon model. The elastic energy loss outside the plane, due to the deformation of the FLs at the defect plane is determined by the low q behavior of the propagator of Eq. (84), [ G(0, q)] −1 ≈ 2 √ c 11 c 66 |q|, since the deformation occurs across the large scale R. It captures the threedimensional nature of the FLL by its non-local form ∼ |q|. This is obvious when the elastic energy is written as
Here r 1 and r 2 lay in the defect plane and satisfy |r 1 − r 2 | > λ. The long ranged elasticity in the effective two-dimensional elastic Hamiltonian of Eq. (86) results from fluctuations outside the defect plane that have been integrated out. Since R ≫ w, the precise form of the droplet wall is not important for estimating H el and we can assume w = 0 (corresponding to v → ∞). Then we obtain for the elastic energy
This result can be interpreted as the energy of charges of equal sign (corresponding to kinks in the displacement field) which are placed along a circle of radius R and interact via the three-dimensional Coulomb potential. The energy losses mentioned above are balanced by an energy gain due to the Lorentz force that is described by the last term of Eq. (83),
When we estimate E f orce , a finite width of the droplet wall can be neglected since R ≫ w. The total droplet energy then reads
where α = 2(c 11 c 44 )
The creep rate is determined by the droplet with the largest total energy E drop which is called the critical droplet. Solving the equations ∂ R E drop = 0 and ∂ 2 R E drop < 0 we find the size R * and the energy E * drop of the critical droplet. Increasing of the droplet radius beyond R * does not cost any energy and droplet freely expands. For R → ∞ the system reaches a new metastable state in which all FLs are shifted by ℓ perpendicular to the defect. The nonlinear resistivity is given by the Arrhenius law. In the limit of a vanishing current density, i.e., for large β/γ, we get
Prefactors are not determined here since in the limit of a vanishing current density the current-voltage characteristic is dominated by the exponential factor of Eq. (90). The result for ρ yields the creep exponent µ = 1 plus logarithmic corrections. To estimate the coefficient γ we need to know how the current density and the magnetic induction vary in space. This is a tedious analysis which goes beyond the scope of the present study and is left for further investigation. Next we examine how randomly distributed weak point impurities around the defect plane affect the FL creep for J → 0. A weak defect is relevant in the RG sense only for g < 1 and it then flows to the strong coupling limit. Criteria for the relevance of a strong defect with an arbitrary orientation are not available. Therefore we study below only the strong coupling limit for a defect that is oriented parallel to the main FLL planes. We expect that the liberation from the defect plane is the limiting factor for the FL motion so that the creep exponent is reduced compared to its value in the BG phase.
The shape of the droplet is again given by Eq. (85) but now the impurities control the fluctuations of the FLs outside the defect. Without point impurities, the displacement field decays outside the defect plane as u(x, ρ = 0) ≈ (ℓ/2)(R/x) 2 for x ≫ R. Point-like impurities induce additional displacement fluctuations and the droplet-induced deformations are no longer long-ranged. This can be seen from the correlation function in the presence of a relevant defect that follows from Eq. (40),
The subscript BG means that the correlation function is computed at the BG fixed point. Since the right hand side of Eq. (91) is of the order a 2 for x ≈ L a we conclude that the droplet extends up to L a from the defect. This yields for the energy gain from the Lorentz force the rough estimate E f orce ≈ JBL a R 2 ℓ where J is the mean current density inside the droplet. Hence, in the limit J → 0 resistivity is
where C 1 and C 2 depend on T , B, on the strength and concentration of the impurities, and on the defect strength. This result shows that a single relevant defect plane indeed slows down the FL creep in comparison to the BG phase.
B. Finite density of weak defects
Here we consider FL creep perpendicular to many weak defects with random positions but in the absence of point impurities, cf. Sec. IV. The motion of FL bundles under the influence of the Lorentz force is again driven by the nucleation of critical droplets 3 . A typical droplet is schematically shown in Fig. 5 . For small currents, the droplet extends over many defect planes in order to balance elastic and pinning energy loss with bulk energy gain from the Lorentz force. For small current densities, the FLL is properly described in terms of the interface tensions Σ y and Σ z , see Eq. (51), which are appropriate on sufficiently large length scales. The energy of the droplet is then of the form
The elastic energy cost for the formation of the droplet consists of two terms. The first term of Eq. (93) is the energy of a wide domain wall of width ∼ L x parallel to yzplane. The second term of Eq. (93) describes the energy of a narrow cylindrically shaped domain wall perpendicular to yz-plane. In the estimate of E drop we have taken into account that the elastic energy and the energy from planar disorder scale in the same way. The last term of Eq. (93) is the energy gain from the Lorentz force. J (B) is to be understood as the mean current density (magnetic induction) averaged over the defect spacing. Note that we have used again the rescaling z ′ = (c 66 /c 44 )
1/2 z. In Eq. (93) we have taken into account the logarithmic roughness of the displacement field, corresponding to the roughness exponent ζ = 0. We have ignored logarithmic corrections. The σ-term of Eq. (45), that is responsible for the roughness exponent ζ = 1/2, can be eliminated by the simple transformation that was discussed in Sec. IV and hence it does not affect the FL dynamics. In case of a potential breakdown of the ǫ expansion (cf. Sec. IV B) in d = 3 and the existence of a strong coupling fixed point 53 see Sec. VI C. To determine the critical droplet we solve ∂ Lx E drop = 0 and ∂ R E drop = 0. We find for the critical radius R * and the critical length L *
This yields for d = 3 the nonlinear resistivity in the limit
Here C is positive numerical constant of order unity. Thus the non-linear resistivity is considerably reduced compared to the Bragg glass phase and to a single defect plane in the presence of impurities.
In the similar way one can consider the creep in the presence of randomly distributed columnar defects that are aligned to the applied magnetic field and have a mean spacing that is larger than FL spacing. Based on a functional RG in d = 5 − ǫ dimensions 49 , we obtain the creep exponent µ = 1. This result is in agreement with the one derived in Blatter et al.
3 by other means. The result is expected to apply to the weakly pinned Bose glass phase.
C. Finite density of strong defects
Here we discuss the analog of the previous subsection in the limit of strong defects, see Sec. V. The ground state degeneracy given by Eq. (79) is broken when a current is applied. The system evolves between different ground states via the formation of critical droplets. For small currents J ≪ c 11 ℓ/(Bℓ 1/2 ℓℓ D JB, i.e., a creep exponent µ = 1. We assume that the saddle point solution for u i with fixed boundary conditions
obeys Eq. (85). At each defect plane, the radius R i and the center of the droplet can be different. However, it is plausible to assume that in the saddle point configuration the droplet is centered at the same lateral position in each plane and all droplets have the same radius R since the droplet tends to maximize its volume while keeping the surface minimal. Specifically, we assume that the droplet is located between the sth and the (s + m)th defect plane.
The width of the droplet wall for a sufficiently strong defect potential satisfies w ≪ ℓ D and w ≪ R. The precise form of the wall is not important in finding the energy of a domain wall parallel to the defects as well as the bulk energy gain. Hence, we set the width of the droplet to zero which yields for the Fourier transform of the displacement at the ith defect plane
where J 1 is the Bessel function of the first kind. Due to the transport current we have to add to the Hamiltonian of Eq. (77) the additional energy First we discuss the case R ≫ ℓ D c 66 /c 11 . The droplet energy reads then
In order to explain and interpret the first term of Eq. (98), we consider an excited state with
This state describes a domain wall parallel to the defects. Using Eq. (78), it can be shown that for a given disorder 
Since the droplet consists of two such walls (see Fig. 5 ), the surface tension in the first term of Eq. (98) is given by
The droplet takes advantage of fluctuations in the surface tension Σ x and the lowest value of Σ x for a droplet of length L x = mℓ D is typically of the order c 11 c 44 /c 66 ℓ 2 /L x when ℓ D ≫ ℓ. We point out that this result is in agreement with the statistical tilt symmetry.
The second term of Eq. (98) is the energy cost for the domain wall perpendicular to the defects with surface tension Σ y . We do not provide here an explicit expression for Σ y , for the reasons discussed in Sec. V. Note that Σ y carries information about the strength and density of defect planes. By ignoring the spatial variations of J and B, we get the average bulk energy gain to be given by the last term in Eq. (98).
By solving ∂ m E drop = 0 and ∂ R E drop = 0 we determine the radius R * and length L * x = m * ℓ D of the critical droplet. With this parameters, Eq. (98) yields the energy of the critical droplet. We find that this energy leads, up to unimportant prefactors, to the same nonlinear resistivity as in the weak pinning case of Eq. (95). This result is valid for sufficiently small currents such that R * ≫ ℓ D c 66 /c 11 and m * ≫ 1. The latter condition results from treating m as a continuous variable which is a reasonable approximation for critical droplet that extend across a large number of defect planes. These conditions translate to the requirement J ≪ c 11 ℓ/(Bℓ 2 D ) for the current density.
Next, we shortly discuss the droplet expansion when it reaches the radius R * and the length L *
x . By analyzing the Hessian matrix of E drop we find that the eigenvector that points into the direction of the free droplet expansion has a x-component that is much smaller than its ρ-component, i.e., an expansion of the cross-section of the cylinder is favorable over an expansion of its length. In order to describe a potential growth in the x-direction, one has to know the set of numbers Σ x (i)
± that depends on the disorder realization. However, the droplet will get stuck between planes with low Σ x and a further expansion along the x-axis costs energy.
Droplets occur and expand independently across the entire sample. After the FLs have moved in some regions, the boundaries of these regions will be favorable sites for emergence of new droplets 61 . Indeed, after the formation and expansion of a droplet up to the (i−1)th defect plane such that u k = u
The reason for this result is that after the droplet expansion an additional FLL plane appears with respect to the initial ground state between ith and (i − 1)th planes and the FLs are compressed. The formation of a new droplet at the ith plane is favorable because it allows the system to relax into the new ground state configuration between (i − 1)th and ith plane. Since the droplet described by Eq. (98) has the longest life time, the resistivity is determined by ρ ∼ exp −E * drop /T , where the critical energy E * drop is given by Eq. (98) evaluated at R * , L * x . When comparing Eq. (95) with the creep exponent µ = 1/2 of the defect free BG phase, we see that defect planes act as a more efficient source of pinning in stabilizing superconductivity than point impurities. However, we have considered only typical droplets in estimating Σ x . For system sizes L ≫ ℓ D it is likely that rare regions with untypically large Σ x will appear and in turn determine the resistivity. We leave this problem for further investigations.
Next, we consider the case R ≪ ℓ D c 66 /c 11 . From the second term of Eq. (77) we find that for m defect planes the energy loss given by Eq. (87). The first term in Eq. (77), that describes the coupling between neighboring defects, provides a much smaller contribution than the second term and can be neglected. Then the defects are effectively decoupled, and the nucleus energy is
Here E single is the energy of the droplet that appears in the case of a single defect plane. It is given by Eq. (89) with the system size replaced by the mean defect distance 
VII. DISCUSSION
For a finite density of randomly distributed parallel planar defects with the magnetic field aligned to them, and with a mean defect spacing that is larger than FL spacing, we find a new phase of FLs at low temperatures, the planar glass. We considered mainly a simplified model with an uniaxial displacement field (which is also applicable to a wide class of other systems). Here we comment on possible consequences of this simplification by taking into account also the displacement field u y parallel to the defects. The part of the defect Hamiltonian that describes the coupling of the defect potential to the slowly varying part of FL density can be eliminated by transforming u x as described by Eq. (74). For strong planar defects each defect plane is occupied by a single FL layer and hence u (ni)
x (x i , y, z) = ℓn i + α i for all y, z in order to maximize the pinning energy gain. Even in the absence of point disorder the displacement u y does not vanish. This can be seen most easily in the case of isotropic elasticity where the following relations hold
Here σ is the Poisson number with −1 < σ < 1. 35 The strain ∂ x u x in the gap between the defects at x i+1 and x i is
where we used the notation ∆A i = A i+1 − A i for a variable A. The difference of the strain ∂ y u y in neighboring gaps is then
which is of the order ±σℓ/ℓ D . On the scale L y this implies ∆u y ∼ ±σℓL y /ℓ D . To avoid a diverging shear energy, dislocations with a Burgers vector parallel to the y-direction occur at the defect planes (see Fig. 6 ). Their distance along the y-direction is of the order ℓ D /σ. The energy of a pair of edge dislocations with anti-parallel Burgers vectors at a distance ℓ D is
This energy has to be compared with the energy gain from the defects which is of the order
Hence for σc 66 a 3 ξ ≪ ℓ D v the energy of the dislocations is overcompensated by the defect planes and dislocations will be present.
In general, the network of additional FLL sheets spanned by the dislocations will be complicated. The network follows from the solution of the equations of two-dimensional elasticity with the boundary condition
x (x i , y, z) and the dislocation density b y (x i , y) at each defect. The energy has to be minimized first with respect to b y (x i , y) and the with respect to n i 63 . The resulting state is completely ordered along the zdirection. It is also ordered in the sense that the interface tensions Σ z and Σ y are non-zero. A change in the boundary conditions with u x (x, y, z → ∞) = u x (x, y, z → 0)+ℓ increases again the energy. Hence the transverse Meissner effect as well as the resistance against FLL shearing perpendicular to the defects are still present. Bondorientational order 64 persists since disclination pairs remain bounded in the cores of the edge dislocations.
Since the Burgers vectors of the dislocations are always parallel to the defect planes, creep along the xdirection is not facilitated. Under the assumption that the distribution of Σ x is uniform even in the presence of dislocations we recover the creep law of Eq. (95). To describe creep parallel to the defects one has to take into account the interaction between dislocation, a problem not considered so far 65, 66 . We leave this for further studies. For weak pinning qualitatively the same behavior can be expected on scales L x ≫ L D , in particular if the defect potential flows under the RG to strong coupling. If the sample exhibits two orthogonal families of (nonintersecting) defects, long range order in the x and y direction is destroyed even without point impurities on scales larger than L D . The creep is then limited by the slowest mechanism and hence Eq. (95) is likely to be valid for all current directions in the xy-plane.
In this Appendix the Hamiltonian for defect-free system is derived, using the replica approach for averaging over point impurities. The pinning energy of randomly distributed impurities reads (see Sec. II)
where x = (x, y). If the system is characterized by a roughness exponent ζ, displacements vary with the scale L as u ∼ L ζ , ζ < 1. The elastic energy scales as
, and the first and second term of Eq. (A1) scale as
, respectively. These simple scaling arguments show that the coupling of the divergence of the displacement field to the disorder potential is irrelevant with respect to the elastic energy in d > 2 and the second term of Eq. (A1) is relevant for d < 4. Since we are interested in the behavior on large length scales in d = 3 dimensions, we can neglect the first term of Eq. (A1). After performing the disorder average, the replicated pinning energy reads
Using the relative coordinate x r = x ′ − x and the fact that δ ξ (x r ) is nonzero only for |x r | ≤ ξ, we approximate the slowly varying displacement field as u β (x + x r , z) ≈ u β (x, z), where δ ξ −1 (G) is the Fourier transform of δ ξ (x).
Since the displacement field varies slowly on the scale of the FLL constant, the integral over x vanishes for all combinations of G and G ′ except for G = −G ′ when the oscillatory factor e ix(G+G ′ ) becomes one. The replicated pinning Hamiltonian can now be written as
APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN ON THE DEFECT PLANE
In this appendix we present a functional integral approach for the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian on the defect plane for the case of a FLL with point impurities and a single defect plane. Since the pinning energy of the planar defect involves only the displacement perpendicular to the defect, u x , we integrate out u x outside the defect and u y across the entire sample. The partition function can be written as
where H = H 0 + H P + H D . The displacement at the defect is constrained to be u x (r D ) = ϕ(r D ) and this constraint is implemented by δ-functions in the functional integral. The defect is aligned to the magnetic field and r D is given by Eq. (20) . After averaging over point impurities we get
where H 
of the δ-function, we obtain for the effective replica Hamiltonian H n ef f the equation
up to a constant. Here . . . H denotes the thermal average with respect to H. For this average we obtain
The effective Hamiltonian reads
where Q(q) = G xx (x = 0, q) and here q is the in-plane momentum.
APPENDIX C: DENSITY OSCILLATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF AN IRRELEVANT DEFECT PLANE
In this appendix we analyze the thermal and disorder average of the FL density around an irrelevant defect plane in the presence of point impurities by perturbation theory in v. For the local density variations we have
where δρ[r, u(r)] = ρ[r, u(r)] − ρ 0 and u 1 (r) is the displacement field with replica index α = 1. To the zeroth order we get
since u 2 (r) H n 0 = ∞. To capture the physics correctly, we have to calculate mean FL density at least to first order in v (see the discussion in Sec. III D 1),
u 2 (r) is the displacement field with replica index α = 2. First, we obtain the average of the long wavelength part of the FL density. It can be shown that
where r = (x, z) and G α,β (r) is the propagator given by Eq. (17) .
A finite difference between the expressions δρ(
appearing in Eq. (C3) can result from the thermal part of the propagator that is diagonal in replica indices,
2 H n 0 and rD denotes the integration along the defect plane. Analyzing I + (I − ), we conclude that it is nonzero only for G = −G D (G = G D ) and
This yields
2g+n−2 . For very small temperatures the main contribution is
The result captures the large scale behavior since it is valid on scales larger than L ≥ L a . Here v 1 denotes the effective defect strength measured on the scale L a , and |x − δ| is the distance to the defect plane. Additional contributions to Eq. (C8), coming from the higher harmonics in H D , are less important since they are proportional to the coefficients v k at scale L = L a and their amplitudes decay as |x − δ| −2k
APPENDIX D: DENSITY OSCILLATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF A RELEVANT DEFECT PLANE
In this appendix we study the displacement correlation functions and average FL density profile for a relevant defect plane in the presence of point impurities. As shown in the main text above, on sufficiently large length scales pinning effects can be taken into account through the boundary condition u x (r D ) = 0 at the defect plane. For simplicity we take the defect to be at the coordinate origin, i.e., we set δ = 0. First we calculate the generating function
Using the representation of the delta-function of Eq. (B3) we get
and Q is given by Eq. (31) and G α,β is the inverse of G −1 α,β given by Eq. (17) . The displacement correlation function is given by the relation u(r)u(r) = lim n→0
. Denoting by q the in-plane momentum, we get in momentum space G pin,ij (x, x; q) = lim 
where G pin,ij (x, x ′ ; r − r ′ ) = T −1 u i (r)u j (r ′ ) with r = (x, r ). The indices i, j take the values x, y. All propagators and their inverse that appear in the previous equations have the form X α,β = δ α,β X d + X n . The only nonzero contribution to the second term of Eq. (D4) comes from the product of all "diagonal" parts (X d ) of the propagators or only one "nondiagonal" (X n ) and two diagonal (in replica indices) in the limit n → 0. Denoting by X ij,a = lim n→0 î |X a |ĵ , where a = d, n, one has 
Next, we shall calculate the disorder and thermal average of the FL density 
Since lim n→0 G 11 xx (0) is divergent we conclude that only terms with a reciprocal vector G perpendicular to the defect plane contribute in Eq. (D8) and
where m is an integer.
APPENDIX E: SAMPLE-TO-SAMPLE FLUCTUATIONS OF THE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
In this appendix we examine the influence of planar defects on the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility. An infinitesimal change in the longitudinal magnetic field δH zẑ changes the Hamiltonian of Eq. (42) in the case of an uniaxial displacement field perpendicular to the defects by
Since the change of the magnetic induction is B = ρ 0 φ 0 ∂ x u, the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility reads
where F is the free energy. It is convenient to consider a generalization of this model to d dimensions where x is a d − 2-dimensional vector and x 1 is the component of x in the direction of the displacement u. Applying the transformation u → u + hx 1 /c 11 , the additional term given by Eq. (E1) can be shifted away yielding
x L z L y and h = δH z ρ 0 φ 0 /(4π). The pinning energy of planar defects H D can be written as
where ρ s and ρ p are the slowly varying and periodic part of the FL density, respectively. Next, we would like to compute the average χ. The free energy is given by . Using replicas, the disorder averaged free energy can be written as
Here
is the replica Hamiltonian that follows from H 1 (h, u). Since H 1 (h, u) has the same statistical properties as H(0, u), i.e., it yields the same replica Hamiltonian, the only dependence on h in F comes from the first quadratic term in Eq. (E6). Due to this so-called statistical tilt symmetry 44 , the disorder averaged susceptibility
is disorder independent. The important quantity are the sample-to-sample variations of the susceptibility. The free energy can be written as 
where F 0 is the free energy of the system that is described by the elastic Hamiltonian only. To first order in perturbation theory with respect to ∼ v we get
For a system of linear size L x in the x direction we find
where n pd denotes the density of defects. Differentiation with respect to h 1 and h 2 leads to
where we have taken into account the irrelevance of thermal fluctuation. Since ǫ > 0 for d < 6, the sample-to-sample fluctuations grow with the scale L x . One cannot expect that this result is quantitatively correct for large L x . However, qualitatively it demonstrates the relevance of defects and it is a signature of a glassy phase. For L x > L D we expect that (∆χ) 2 /χ 2 approaches a finite universal value for d < 6. In this appendix the positional correlation function of the FLL with planar defects will be calculated, using perturbation theory and results from the functional RG analysis presented in Sec. IV. The positional correlation functions have been calculated before for the FLL with point impurities for an uniaxial displacement field 6,7 and for a vector displacement field 8, 9 . We perform the computations along the lines of these references.
In a functional RG procedure, after integrating out fast modes in an infinitesimal shell with Λ/b ≤ q ≤ Λ, one can choose to keep the cutoff in momentum space fixed using the rescaling
where z = (y, z). The displacement field is not rescaled due to the periodicity of R D . This implies u(q) = b d−2+2χ u ′ (q ′ ). We need to obtain the RG flow of the correlation function u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) = Z Du < (q)u(q 1 )u(q 2 )e −βH l (u < (q))
where H = H 0 + V D (x)ρ(u, r). Here u < (q) are modes that satisfy q < Λ/b and H l is the Hamiltonian that applies to the scale l = log b with b very close to unity. Using Eq. (F2), we obtain a differential equation for u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) . We get
where the only restriction on b is q i < Λ/b, i = 1, 2.
First, we calculate u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) to lowest order in v, u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) = u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) H0 + 1 2T 2 lim n→0 β,γ x,z1,z2
where u 1 is the displacement field with replica index α = 1. We use the periodicity of R D by writing R D (u) = n R n cos (nG D u). From this we find that at the planar glass fixed point u(q 1 )u(q 2 ) = −(2π) 
Note that in Eq. (F6) only displacements with q 1x = −q 2x are coupled as it would be the case for a quadratic Hamiltonian. Therefore one can write down an effective quadratic Hamiltonian in the q x -momentum space that reproduces the correlations to first order in ǫ. The positional correlation function shows the power low behavior
We point out that this result is valid only for d > 4. In d ≤ 4 dimensions the part of the pinning potential related to the slowly varying part of the FL density also becomes relevant and further analysis is needed, see Sec. IV.
69 Since the defects are weak, the effects we are interested in become visible on large length scales. Hence, we can introduce a coarse grained version of the defect potential e V (x) = R dx ′ VD(x ′ )/Lw, where the integration is over a segment of length Lw ≫ ℓD. In that case the central limit theorem shows that e V (x) is Gaussian distributed with e V (x) e V (x ′ ) = v 2 /ℓDδ(x − x ′ ). In the defect Hamiltonian, the slowly varying part of the FL density couples only to µ(x) = R Since one has for the Gaussian potential e V (q) e V (q ′ ) = 2πv 2 /ℓDδ(q + q ′ ), the potentials µ(x) and W (x) are not correlated, W (x)µ(x) = 0. By applying the transformation u ′ (r) = u(r) − R x 0 dx1µ(x1)/c11 and averaging over W (x), we get only the second term of the replica Hamiltonian of Eq. (45) and the first term has been eliminated.
